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In Norwegian, English, Arabic, Swahili,
and French with English subtitles In the far
reaches of northern Norway, Primus’s ski
rental has gone downhill, the snowmobile
safaris crashed, and his Hotel Norø is crumbling—so what does a cash-strapped entrepreneur try next to show his family he’s not
a failure? A refugee center, of course! But
when the mercenary dreams of this endearing loser (or “putain Viking” to some) meet
the stark realities of housing, feeding, and
educating 50 people who’ve fled war-torn
countries, will the refuge prove to be a wintry idyll or Nordic Guantánamo? This black
comedy set against snowy white shades is a
UN of fascinating characters: Abedi’s Ethiopian polyglot and heart of the story (remarkable newcomer Olivier Mukuta, a real-life
asylum-seeker), sardonic Algerian electrical
engineer Zoran (Slimane Dazi of A Prophet),
a despairing Arab teen (Elisar Sayegh), and
actual Syrian refugees cast as extras. Welcome to Norway! cleverly balances the optimism and sarcasm contained in that simple
exclamation mark.
—Lucy Laird

In Chinese with English subtitles Wang
Yichun’s dazzling debut melds the facets of
a small-town murder mystery with potent
social criticism of 1990s China, particularly
the issue of abandoned girl babies that fill
the country’s orphanages. In an unnamed
northern locale, Qu Jing is a teenager who
harbors dreams of pop stardom, though her
current stage is an abandoned field, and
whose sweet nature has recently attracted
the romantic attention of a cute classmate.
Shades of Blue Velvet creep into the drama
when a murdered young woman’s body is
discovered among tall reeds, but that’s just
one more mystery in the life of a girl who is
convinced that she’s adopted even if her
parents won’t admit it. Wang, a female director, cleverly uses the contrast between
Jing’s innocence and the tawdry crime to
make insightful observations about the status of women in China in a film that deftly
balances adolescent charm and gripping
tension.
—Rod Armstrong

In Spanish with English subtitles
Three hours from Mexico City, at-risk boys
thrive in a rural group home that offers
counseling, job training, and perhaps most
importantly, hope, something that few of
the young residents have ever experienced.
The title of this quietly observant documentary from Oakland filmmaker Nicole Opper
refers to the most anticipated day at the facility—or the most heartbreaking, as in the
case of lonely teenager Juan Carlos, a runaway who longs to reconnect with the father
who abandoned him years ago. The film
traces Juan’s complicated emotional journey, as he bonds with his new brothers at
the home tending goats and working in
their factory where they produce artisanal
cheese. The journey is not without conflict
or tears, but ultimately Visitor’s Day is an
uplifting story of transformation and renewal and the possibility of a brighter
future.
—Cheryl Eddy
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FINDING JUSTICE: ENDING THE
SCHOOL TO PRISON PIPELINE
US 2016, 17 min

Wed Oct 12

Director Vincent Cortez

One Latino boy’s journey through the YMCA
Marin County Youth Court demonstrates how
a unique peer-to-peer program can give troubled teens a second chance.
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